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Introduction: The Evolution of Media Measurement 
By Katie Delahaye Paine

Welcome to Measurement Week, the global celebration of communications measurement.

This PR Measurement Handbook represents decades of research and hard work 
from dedicated individuals whose experience totals tens of thousands of Measure-
ment Weeks. 

I’m honored to count myself among them. I started my first measurement proj-
ect 1,678 weeks ago, when I was a newbie marketing communications manager at 
Fujitsu faced with putting together a budget to promote products that I didn’t even 
begin to understand. I turned to research and measurement to find the answers 
and wound up with a $3 million budget – which for a history major with a bunch of 
engineers as bosses, was quite the coup.

It didn’t take me long to realize that measurement was going to be a key part of my 
future.  

1,341 Measurement weeks ago, I started my first measurement company, The Dela-
haye Group. I’d been the PR manager at Lotus Development and under significant 
pressure to demonstrate my results. I found it astounding that there was no stan-
dard tool or system to measure my results — so I invented one, and decided to build 
a company around it.

As the company grew, so did the demands for measurement of all kinds. As our cus-
tomers faced new challenges to measure, we invented ways to do what they needed. 
We started measuring international programs in 1992, and added trade shows and 
events in 1994.

The biggest innovation came when the Internet fundamentally changed how we 
share information.  We added the measurement of “consumer-generated media” — 
i.e. measurement of newsgroups and websites in 1996. 

When I sold the company in 1999, I thought we might have invented all that needed 
to be invented in measurement. Boy did I get that wrong! 

Most everything we do as professional communicators has changed thanks to blogs 
and social media— from the way we communicate with our customers and our em-
ployees to the way we interact with the media. Throughout that evolution,  people 
like those who have written the handbook you’re holding have continued to inno-
vate and invent new ways to measure all these new means of communications.  

In these pages, you’ll find a treasure trove of tips, tactics and advice from some of 
the most knowledgeable people in the industry. If you’re new to measurement, 
start with the first article and work your way through. If you’re familiar with basic 
measurement and want something a bit more advanced, you’ll also find the latest 
developments in marketing mix modeling. 

Measurement isn’t something that just happens one week a year; it’s a continuous 
process. Innovation in measurement techniques is also a continuing process. A little 
more than a decade ago, companies like CyberAlert, the developer of this handbook, 
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were just beginning to disrupt the traditional press clipping business by monitoring 
online media for current news about companies and not-for-profit organizations. 
Today, platforms like theirs provide what we used to call the Holy Grail — the in-
tegration of traditional and social media, bringing together broadcast, social, web 
analytics and other metrics into one place. 

Just as important an advance is the ongoing development of standard methodolo-
gies for measurement. The Coalition for PR Measurement Standards and the Social 
Media Measurement Conclave have written and approved industry wide stan-
dards for measuring PR and social media. You can find all the standards here and 
once you’ve read them, we hope you’ll sign the pledge to support them. 

 

Katie Paine
Publisher & CEO
Paine Publishing 

Katie Delahaye Paine, aka The Measurement Queen, (@
queenofmetrics), is a pioneer in the field of measurement and 
among the leaders in establishing measurement standards.  
She has founded and managed two measurement companies, 
KDPaine & Partners Inc., and The Delahaye Group. Her books, 
Measuring the Networked Non-Profit, (Wiley, October  
2012),  Measure What Matters (Wiley, March 2011), and Mea-
suring Public Relationships (KDPaine & Partners 2007) 
are considered essential for anyone tasked with measuring PR 
and social media. Paine Publishing’s newsletter, The Measure-
ment Advisor, provides comprehensive analysis about best 

practices in communications measurement. In her consulting practices, she designs 
measurement dashboards for some of the world’s most admired companies.
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Choosing a Social Media Monitoring Service:        
Core Requirements vs. Bells and Whistles
CyberAlert

The significant growth of social media 
monitoring tools has resulted in dozens 
of services with shiny features like sen-
timent analysis, real-time analysis, and 
flashy graphs.

These features can be helpful, but they 
aren’t what communications profes-
sionals should be focusing on, Anne 
Potts observes in I Need to Know 
Now: Is Media Monitoring Keeping 
Up with Me? 

Organizations shouldn’t choose a media monitoring service based solely on bells 
and whistles or graphing/charting capabilities. They must first evaluate the needs of 
key audiences whom media monitoring directly impacts. These audiences include:

• Executives. Social media monitoring delivers key competitive and market 
intelligence. A media monitoring service must meet decision-makers’ need to 
know what’s going on — while filtering out irrelevant noise and clutter. What 
are the changes in the marketplace? What are competitor’s doing? How are 
our products being perceived? Are there any emerging issues?

• Partners. If your organization shares any communications initiatives with a 
partner, social media monitoring can offer important information on the is-
sue.

• Sales/Marketing. Sales and marketing apply social media monitoring data 
directly to daily activities. They can use the data to advance brand awareness, 
fill pipelines, target customers and improve campaigns.

The value of a social media monitoring service is to provide insight into the market-
place.  The key criteria in evaluating a media monitoring service is: does it deliver the 
information needed by executives, partners, and sales/marketing?

As Craig Jamieson puts it, social media monitoring is sonar for sales and commu-
nications. It pinpoints where you should be looking. Businesses need to listen to the 
social media “pings” to determine if you’re reaching your target.

Social media monitoring services come equipped with all types of add-on features, 
but the core value boils down to being a powerful warning system. Social listening 
means finding all the relevant pings, responding to them, and then tracking the ping-
backs. Furthermore, PR and marketing professionals must be able to convert this data into 
relevant insights. Dumping a bunch of data on your executive’s desk helps no one.

Instead of focusing on shiny features, focus on the following types of social media 
information that delivers valuable PR and marketing insight:

• Conversations that generate leads. An effective social media monitoring tool 
can cut through the noise and deliver only the conversations that lead to business.
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• Brand mentions (good and bad). Positive brand mentions are opportunities 
to turn customers into brand advocates and convince potential customers of 
your value. Negative brand mentions are opportunities to address customer 
concerns and change perceptions of your brand.  The trend in brand men-
tions provides insight on brand momentum.

• Potential customers. Listen for clues that can help your brand develop new 
relationships: a consumer asking for recommendations or an unsatisfied cus-
tomer complaining about a competitor’s products.

• Competitive and market insight. Competitors can run, but they can’t hide. 
Monitor competitor keywords to find out who they’re talking to, and what 
they’re talking about. Brands can use social media monitoring to learn about 
and better prepare for new products and market trends.

Bottom line: don’t be fooled by a flashy social media monitoring service that can’t 
deliver the data you need. Establish the goals and needs of your department and 
organization, and find a service that can meet them.
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Social Media Measurement: If It’s Not Measurable, 
Is It Still Important?
CyberAlert

You know the old puzzler: “If a tree falls 
in a forest and no one is around to hear 
it, does it make a sound?”

Marketing and PR are pondering a 
similar riddle: If a social media result 
can’t be measured, can it be important? 
If there’s no metric to compute a result, 
does the outcome still have value?  

Brands continue to struggle with social 
media measurement. A recent poll by 
Useful Social Media reported that only 
50% of companies attempt to measure social media return on investment.

Why so low? Useful Social Media blames online “social media gurus” for enabling 
bottom-line metrics like Return on Influence, Return on Engagement and Return on 
Relationship. These “immature approaches to measurement” hinder marketers from 
proving the financial value of social media to executives.

Financial value is everything, say critics of intangible measurement. If “vanity met-
rics” like raw page views and likes don’t correlate to the metric that really matters — 
conversion rate — then there’s no reason to measure them.

But opponents like Alex Houg argue that the most important business outcomes — 
offline word-of-mouth, positive customer experiences, etc. — can’t be immediately 
measured. And just because something can be measured, doesn’t mean it’s impor-
tant. It all relates to company goals.

The Conclave on Social Media Measurement Standards (#SMMStandards) echoes 
the notion that social media measurement outcomes can be intangible. Social media 
measurement standards developed by a network of companies, public relations 
agencies and industry associations state the following in a definition for impact and 
value:

“Impact and value represent the ultimate outcome of a social media effort…It is of-
ten confused with the term ROI. While ROI might be one outcome, it is far from the 
only impact or value that can be attributed to social media.”

If your company’s goal for social media is brand awareness or reputation building, 
the metrics and outcome will certainly vary from the traditional ROI. It’s quite dif-
ficult to measure the financial worth of a higher search ranking on Google or a tweet 
from a highly-influential person. These beneficial but difficult to calculate outcomes 
challenge the sanctity of ROI-based measurement.

Our opinion: the measurement charts and graphs won’t show the value, but ulti-
mately the business will. 
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Social Media Measurement: Turn Likes and             
Followers into Actionable Performance Insights
Moz

Likes do not equal engagement, and big num-
bers do not equal influence. Many brands get so 
caught up with measuring social media numbers 
that they forget to transform those numbers into 
actionable insights. 

It’s easy to gather likes and followers from your 
social media channels. But how do those num-
bers really help your brand? As Katie Paine 
(a.k.a. “The Queen of Measurement”) constantly 
reminds us:

“Don’t measure what’s easy. Measure what matters.”

In Social Engagement Metrics that Matter — 
Measuring, Tracking and Reporting FTW, Jen 
Lopez details the process Moz uses to measure social efforts. The key to a successful 
measurement strategy is to redefine engagement by translating general social me-
dia numbers into actionable business insights. They go “for the win” in two simple 
steps:

Step 1: Track and transform metrics.

The first step toward measuring engagement is to aggregate numbers across owned 
media channels. This includes your blog, your website, and all relevant social media 
networks.

Lopez recommends using TrueSocialMetrics, a free tool connects to up to eight so-
cial networks and your blog. It plugs in the number of posts, comments, shares and 
favorites your brand receives on each network and transforms them into “metrics 
that matter,” which are:

• Conversation rate (comments per post)
• Amplification rate (shares per post)
• Applause rate (likes/favorites per post)

TrueSocialMetrics also enables you to connect your Google Analytics account so you 
can measure the Economic Value of posts to your engagement goal. These rates and 
values effectively report outcomes instead of activities.

Step 2: Align metrics with goal(s).

Businesses must unlock the value from the numbers by transforming them into 
meaningful insights to implement improvements in products, services and customer 
support. To align the data with your goal, the metrics must include past perfor-
mance. Moz keeps a spreadsheet and adds metrics from TrueSocialMetrics weekly, 
Lopez says. Marketers can then calculate the increase or decrease from past weeks, 
and see where the numbers fit in the overall goal.
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See the spreadsheet below that measures Moz’s weekly Key Performance Indicators 
and performance as an example:

In addition, Moz compiles monthly reports of social media performance, which it 
distributes to the entire staff.

Bottom line: capturing data is the easy part of social media measurement. The hard 
part is finding out where it fits into the overall goals of marketing and the company. 
This requires looking at the big picture: compare to past efforts, find trends, and 
point out areas that need improvement.

Courtesy of Moz
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Social Media and the Sales Funnel: Where Does It Fit? 
The Future Buzz

It’s time for marketers to truly understand the value social media measurement 
contributes to the sales funnel.

Some studies still point to email marketing as the clear winner in driving purchases. 
But this research ignores how customers enter and flow through the sales tunnel, 
Muhammad Saleem explains in The No-Nonsense Guide to ROI in Social Media. 

The traditional sales funnel is incomplete because it neglects relationships made 
with customers after the sale. As a result, marketers:

• Don’t understand social media’s role in the funnel,
• Don’t set the correct goals to achieve through social media,
• Don’t associate the correct metrics for social media success.

The Traditional Sales Funnel
The following components make up the traditional sales funnel:

Top Funnel Impact describes the process of consumers discovering brands and 
products. The goal is to enable maximum exposure for the brand through seam-
less syndication across the platforms where your target audience participates and 
engages.

Top funnel metrics include views, likes, follows, subscriptions and bookmarks.

Mid-Funnel Impact characterizes consumer actions that indicate he/she is inter-
ested and looking for more information about the brand or products. A deeper 
relationship in this stage enables marketers to go from engaging on a third-party 
platform to a company-owned hub where you can assert more control over the con-
sumers’ experience and guide them to the bottom of the funnel.
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Mid-funnel metrics include visits, page views, time spent onsite, shares, retweets, 
comments and inbound links.

Bottom Funnel Impact generates a lead and/or finalizes a sale. At this stage, mar-
keters can capitalize on their investment and use calls-to-action to lead the consum-
er to the checkout counter.

Bottom funnel metrics include form completions and leads converted.

Where Does Social Media Fit?

The traditional sales funnel measures ROI independent of any multi-channel marketing 
strategy, leading marketers to conclude social media did not directly lead to the sale.

However, several social media metrics can be integrated into the sales funnel pro-
cess. When applied to goals, these metrics show how social media led prospective 
customers from the top of the funnel to the sale, and then back to the top of the 
funnel again.

According to Saleem, these metrics include:

• Association, which measures opt-in association by users on social media. 
Includes Facebook likes, Twitter follows, etc. Social media association results 
in a long-term audience you can market to at will, for free, as opposed to paid 
search campaigns that have no guarantee of long-term exposure.

• Engagement, which results in highly targeted exposure and brand aware-
ness. It can also drive down the cost per impression, cost per click, and cost 
per acquisition associated through paid media.

•  or brand advocacy, which defines the word-of-mouth (consumer-to-consum-
er) conversations that is more effective than business-to-consumer conversa-
tions.

• Social proof, arguably the most important factor in the first two stages of the 
sales funnel, prove authority, credibility and trust for moving other prospec-
tive customers through the sales funnel.

• Search signals, which are improved with social media activity and make it 
easier for customers to find your brand. Social media presence, brand men-
tions and brand influence are all SEO signals.

Bottom line: by integrating social media into all stages of the funnel, marketers can 
pinpoint how social media fit into sales and better determine its ROI.
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What Counts in Social Media Measurement:                         
Impressions vs. Relationships 
INSEAD Knowledge / Social Media Today

Recently, our marketing team noticed the number of likes on the company Google+ 
page seemed to have dropped significantly overnight. Upon closer investigation, 
we realized Google had replaced “Likes” with “Followers,” and had also added a new 
metric: page views.

The change to require Google+ users to Follow a page rather than Like it is minimal 
(though it did give us quite a scare).

The addition of Views is part of an ongoing social media measurement issue that 
encourages marketers to focus on numbers with little marketing value.  This is true 
not just for Google+, but also for Facebook and LinkedIn, which both report impres-
sion metrics.

Page views (also called “impressions”) often encourage social media users to post 
more frequently so they can bulk up the numbers — resulting in low-quality content 
and poor engagement. The number assumes more views will equal more business. 
While impressions indicate the reach of a brand’s message, marketers can better as-
sess performance through metrics that measure relationships with their audience.

Focus on Engagement, Not Impressions

Unlike other communication channels that rely on impressions to represent out-
comes, social media is a “flow media” defined by the depth and breadth of relation-
ships between brands and stakeholders, David Dubois asserts in The Future of 
Social Media ROI: From Likes to Relational Metrics.

Courtesy of Theis Kofoed Hjorth
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And while organizations often focus on their positional equity, or the quantity that 
represents their position in a network, they must also give attention to metrics that 
measure the quality of their relationships with their community and stakeholders — 
what Dubois calls “relational equity.”

Relational metrics involve:

• Comparing fans and follower count against competing brands.
• Measuring the brand’s relationship with the community through comments 

and responses to those comments.
• Assessing the social sentiment of feedback, posts and responses about the 

brand.

Steve Rayson outlines some of the primary relational metrics in How to Use Social 
Analytics to Improve Your Performance. They include:

Positive Feedback

Positive comments and feedback offer a much more valuable performance assess-
ment than page views. Media monitoring services like CyberAlert keep track of com-
ments and overall brand sentiment.

Content Shares

Shares signify that content was worthy enough for a consumer to recommend it to 
peers. It’s a much more powerful endorsement than likes and +1s.

Conversations

Generating buzz about your brand is an effective indicator of engagement — espe-
cially if those conversations take place outside the network or channel in which you 
post the content. They also reveal important data about how consumers perceive 
your brand.

Conversions

Conversions are inarguably the most important metric to assess social media per-
formance. Retrace customers’ journies from their final interaction that led to the 
conversion to their starting point, or the link they landed on.

 a brand’s performance on social media relies on the relationships it creates with the 
audience. Views do not signify a relationship. Focus on the metrics in which a con-
sumer actually took action, and determine what that action means for the brand.
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Using Social Media Measurement to Give               
Consumers Control
Technorati

Social media activities produce big data. Brands use these numbers mostly to evalu-
ate the effectiveness and ROI of social media campaigns — and develop programs to 
achieve greater social media success.

All well and good, but can brands do more with that data? Might it be possible to use 
social media data to make advertising and content marketing more useful and ac-
ceptable to consumers?  Might consumers like to control the ads and other market-
ing materials they see?  

In Understanding Every Social Media Second of Your Brand Reputation, Chris 
Biscoe offers several best practices for companies that involve using data to 
strengthen their relationship with consumers.

These practices include:

Give your audience control of their data.

Consumers’ worry quite a lot about online privacy with 92% of U.S. Internet users 
expressing some level of concern.

Consumers are becoming smarter about managing their privacy on the web and 
apps. Not giving them control over their privacy can hurt business. 

According to Biscoe, brands that give users a voice in how their data will be used 
win the engagement game. More than 80% of apps access user data and can share 
location data. Aware of consumers’ privacy concerns, many app providers and web-
sites now provide users control mechanisms in the apps to specify which user data 
the apps can access.

Consumers are becoming smarter about managing their privacy on the web and 
apps. Not giving them control over their privacy can hurt business. Courtesy of TRUSTe
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Grant customers control over ads.

Empowered consumers want more choice over their advertising experiences.  was 
one of the first companies to embrace customer-controlled ads. While watching TV 
shows online, Hulu customers are asked the question, “Is this ad relevant to you?” 
and even approached with a survey over which types of ads they prefer.

To minimize irrelevant ads, brands might also consider developing native advertising 
content based on data about audience demographics, habits and interests.  Custom-
ers often react more favorably toward native advertising (i.e.: content marketing) 
materials than banner advertising.

Engage, don’t interrupt.

Consumers want interaction with brands to take place on their own terms. The ma-
jority of brand conversations with individuals should be responses to their inquiries.

Social media monitoring also uncovers more general customer questions, such as 
suggestions for a new product or service. Brands can take advantage of these open 
invitations to tell customers about features and benefits.

Stop guessing, start asking.

Better questions result in better answers. The most effective way to collect custom-
er data without intruding on their privacy is to ask them directly. While automated 
measurement tools like sentiment analysis paints a general picture of brand percep-
tion, it’s not 100% accurate.

Consider developing a survey or creating a poll at the bottom of blog posts like “How 
satisfied are you with this article?” Doing so not only assess which content is most 
effective; it also strengthens direct engagement between the brand and its audience.

 

Hulu’s Ad Tailor allows customers to choose their ad experience. Courtesy of Hulu
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Be honest and transparent.

Every brand must deal with negative customer opinions. Trying to cover up harsh 
reviews and angry customers does more harm than good by creating the impression 
that the brand doesn’t honor customers’ opinions. 

Direct response is the only solution. Apologize, address the problem, thank the cus-
tomer for bringing the issue to your attention, and set about to solve the problem.

It’s also worth following up with the customer to ensure your solution worked and 
that they’re satisfied.

Bottom Line: Social media data tells a bigger story beyond how many people 
viewed a page or clicked on a link. Brands can use social media measurement data 
to develop stronger relationships with consumers, build their online reputation, and 
enable customers to choose the types of materials and engagement they prefer.

Courtesy of Chris Biscoe
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Social Media Measurement Tips “for the Rest of Us”
Shonali Burke

Social media measurement comes easy for big businesses with big budgets. Usually, 
such companies subscribe to high-end media monitoring services and enjoy regular, 
automated measurement reports. 

But what about social media measurement for the rest of us? 

Without accurate measurement of social media, it’s impossible for businesses, no 
matter their size, to assess performance. Which is why it’s essential to identify the 
goals of a campaign first rather than coordinate a strategy and squeeze measure-
ment into the puzzle, says Shonali Burke, President and CEO of Shonali Burke Con-
sulting, Inc.

In a webinar titled “Social Media Measurement for the Rest of Us,” Burke exam-
ined social media measurement tools and tactics for small- and mid-sized business-
es (SMBs) and the PR firms that represent them.

Many PR and marketing departments and their agencies struggle with incorporat-
ing measurement into their programs, she states. But it should be the other way 
around: we should instead consider how our strategies fit into measurement.

Burke identifies the following problems and categorizes them as indicators of “bad 
measurement”:

• Impressions are the be-all/end-all
• Use of AVE (ad value equivalency), or trying to acquaint PR-generated content 

(earned media) to advertising content (paid media)
• Little to no research
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• Data is not quantifiable or bound by time
• Data is not tied to goals or business outcomes
• Data is not used to make decisions

Good measurement, rather, helps PR and marketing listen, analyze, and implement 
insights to improve communications for better business results.

Burke listed the four steps for attaining good measurement:

Step 1: Begin at the end

PR and marketing must identify their goals and plans for measurement from the get-
go. Ask: what do you want prospects to do? What needs to happen?

Step 2: Use only the tools you need

Don’t be thrown by the flashy features offered by major measurement services. 
Measurement services are locked into a feature war, which distracts businesses 
from what’s really important: actionable data that inform business decisions. 

SMBs can be more productive with a measurement tool or service that delivers 
a big-picture reports containing only the data that they need to know. Bells and 
whistles often distract from core results.

As Burke puts it, it’s easy to get sucked into the tools. But remember, you’re not 
measuring Twitter, Facebook or Google+. You’re measuring your PR campaign and 
its initiative. Social media measurement tools are the means to an end, not the 
end goal.

Step 3: Track

Social media measurement requires comprehensive media monitoring for accurate 
results. Burke recommends monitoring social media conversations for hashtags, 
links and keywords to determine the full impact of your campaign. Several free 
tools, including bit.ly and Google URL shortener, supply analytics for tracking links.

Then, apply the data to the benchmark set during Step 1 and compare how the 
results stack up.

Step 4: Tie it together

It’s helpful to have a strong social media measurement service that delivers data 
accurately and timely. But Burke reminds measurers not to forget an important 
measurement tool: your brain.

To unlock the value of social media measurement, companies must transform data 
into meaningful insights and actions that deliver business results. A report totaling 
social media mentions, for example, should be tied to web traffic, downloads and/or 
subscription forms completed.

Bottom line: social media measurement starts with the question, “What are the 
business goals?” It’s then up to PR and marketing to define the steps, tactics and metrics 
to achieve those goals. Keep in mind Burke’s quick-summary “measurement smarts”:
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• Define your measurement universe
• Take 1 oz. of research over 1 lb. of pain
• Impressions mean nothing on their own
• Context is everything
• Begin at the end
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